Brain Pop Videos

1. Bullying
2. Cyberbullying
3. Peer pressure

**SOL 7.1e Identify alternatives to gang-related behaviors and acts of violence.**

Identify 4 **Positive Behaviors** that are good alternatives to joining a gang or group who makes bad decisions to help reduce/prevent violence and other problems. For each behavior, explain why you feel it is positive.

1. PB ____________________________________________
   Why ____________________________________________
2. PB ____________________________________________
   Why ____________________________________________
3. PB ____________________________________________
   Why ____________________________________________
4. PB ____________________________________________
   Why ____________________________________________

**SOL 7.3e Create strategies to promote awareness of consequences associated with gang involvement.**

**A.** Explain a few ideas you could apply in a school setting and in your community to raise awareness of the consequences of being in a gang.

1. School
2. School
3. School
4. School
5. Community
6. Community
7. Community
8. Community

**B.** Identify 4 consequences of being in a gang or spending a lot of time with the wrong crowd or friends who make bad decisions consistently.

1. ____________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________

What is a Bully?

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

**Campaign Posters to Prevent Bullying in School and Online**
GENERAL INFO:

- You will be randomly assigned to a group within your class.

- Within your group, you will decide on which topic you will be working: preventing bullying in school OR preventing bullying online. Everyone in your group does the same topic.

- For your chosen topic, you will be responsible for answering 2 questions related to your topic. Answers must be written in complete sentences for the paper you are turning into teacher for grading.

- The group is going to be creating a poster, made up of each person's responses to their questions. On the poster, you should use bulleted or short answers, not complete sentences. Remember, people are NOT going to stop and read long sentences. Capture their attention with something quick, easy, and appealing to read!

- You will write and illustrate your information on YOUR part of the poster. Paper will supplied. Make it neat and legible (easy to read); You will need to use a computer for your poster if you do not have great handwriting or can’t draw images well.

- ALL students will answer the question below labeled “Everyone” and add it to your mini-poster.

GROUP:

- Create a slogan related to preventing bullying.

- Artistically add the slogan on the to your group poster at some point.

- Your group poster will have each teammates mini-poster taped to each other to make 1 big group poster

- All group members will present their part of the poster at the time of the presentation.

GRADING REQUIREMENTS:

1 point for each item below

1. ___Entire poster is typed or written very neatly with appropriately sized font. *****Name and block are written in pencil on back top of poster.

2. ___Poster has at least 2 computer images OR 2 nicely drawn, colored images, AND a catchy phrase, title or is appealing to the eye in some way.

3. ___Poster has correct grammar, punctuation, and spelling.

4. ___Individual Question answer a is correctly written and is easy to understand.

5. ___Individual Question answer b is correctly written and is easy to understand.

6. ___Question 5 answer a is correctly written and is easy to understand.

7. ___Question 5 answer b is correctly written and is easy to understand.

8. ___Good presentation of individual and group question - Speaks clearly and loud enough. Stands still and looks out at audience.

9. ___Uses time in class wisely without distracting others, works well in small group, finishes poster in class or for homework.

10. ___Is a great audience member who listens, watches presentations, and applauds and encourages presenters appropriately.

Total ________/10

Name__________ Group _____ Block__ Teacher = _____ Due Date_______
TOPIC: Write YOUR name above and on the blank next to the individual and group question you're responsible for answering. Write the name of who is responsible for each question on the line before the question. You must use complete sentences on this paper and turn it into teacher for grading.

**Topic A = Preventing Bullying in School:**

**Individual Questions**

1. _______ Explain 2 ways teens can prevent bullying in school.
   a. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________
   b. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________

2. _______ Explain 2 consequences of bullying in school.
   a. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________
   b. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________

3. _______ Explain 2 reasons why kids might bully in school.
   a. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________
   b. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________

4. _______ Explain 2 ways you can appropriately handle bullying.
   a. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________
   b. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________

**Group Question**

*Each student will explain 2 reasons why kids are bullied. Remember, this question is to be answered by everyone AND included in your presentation and posters.

5. _______ (Everyone) Explain 2 reasons why kids might be bullied at school.
   a. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________
   b. _______________________________________________________________
      _______________________________________________________________

Name______________________ Group ________ Block______ Teacher Hawley
TOPIC: Write YOUR name above and on the blank next to the individual and group question you're responsible for answering. Write the name of who is responsible for each question on the line before the question. You must use complete sentences on this paper and turn it into teacher for grading.

**Topic B = Preventing Bullying Online:**

**Individual Questions**

1. Explain 2 ways you can prevent a cyber-bullying situation.
   - a. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________
   - b. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________

2. Explain 2 consequences of bullying online.
   - a. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________
   - b. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________

3. Explain 2 reasons why kids might bully online.
   - a. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________
   - b. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________

4. Explain 2 ways you can appropriately handle online bullying.
   - a. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________
   - b. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________

**Group Question** *Each student will explain 2 reasons why kids are bullied. Remember, this question is to be answered by everyone AND included in your presentation and posters.

5. (Everyone) Explain 2 reasons why kids might be bullied online.
   - a. _______________________________________________________________
     _______________________________________________________________
   - b. _______________________________________________________________